Project update – Intersection improvements at Hoxton Park Road and Hill Road, Lurnea

The NSW Government is funding this work as part of its $300 million Urban Roads Pinch Point Program, which aims to reduce congestion and improve travel times on Sydney’s busiest corridors.

Roads and Maritime Services is delivering this project, which involves constructing a dedicated left turn lane from Hoxton Park Road into Hill Road.

The new dedicated left turn lane will reduce congestion westbound and improve safety by reducing the number of rear-end crashes from motorists changing lanes.

Progress so far and the next stage

We have completed utility relocations and the temporary relocation of the bus stop on Hoxton Park Road, east of Hill Road.

We have started the following work:

- removing the footpath to make room for the dedicated left turn lane into Hill Road
- relocating the traffic lights at the intersection of Hoxton Park Road and Hill Road, and providing a left turn signal for motorists turning into Hill Road
- installing ‘No Stopping’ zones on both sides of Hill Road, between Hoxton Park Road and Taloma Avenue
- removing and replacing asphalt and line marking.

We have included a map to show the location of the work.

Our work schedule

We will be on site to complete the remaining work for another 40 night shifts and 45 day shifts, between Wednesday 25 October and Friday 22 December, weather permitting. Our night work hours will be between 8pm and 5am from Monday to Friday. Our day work hours will be between 7am and 6pm from Monday to Friday and between 8am and 1pm on Saturday.

How will the work affect you?

Our work may be noisy at times but we will continue to do everything we can to minimise its impact, including completing the noisier tasks by midnight.
Traffic changes

There will be temporary traffic changes during our work hours to ensure the work zone is safe. The pedestrian detour remains in place and is included in the map below.

Lane closures will be in place and may affect travel times. Please keep to speed limits and follow signs and traffic controllers' directions. For the latest traffic updates, you can call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com or download the Live Traffic NSW App.

Contact

If you have any questions, please contact our delivery partner DM Roads, on 1800 332 660 or enquiries_nsw@dmroads.com.au.

For more information on our projects, visit rms.nsw.gov.au.

Thank you for your patience during this important work.